Dr. Philip R. Edwards
Communicable Disease Center
Enteric Bacteriology Laboratories
P.O. Box 185
Charlottesville, Virginia

Dear Phil,

I am sorry but I never brought any of those III, A and
III, XIV cultures to Ithaca. I figured there was not much use
brouhaha with them since the system I transferred was nothing
more than a nascent and the cell grid was just another
embryonage. In fact, I left all of my induced phase cultures
in Lexington except a few 1, 2 phases induced from 1, 3, my
phases induced from 11, and some induced ballerina phases.
Unless Alice has thrown them out all of my induced phases and
many of yours are still stored in that cabinet in our old
laboratory. They were in the extreme left one, or the one
the most distant from your old swivel chair.

Sincerely,

W.W. Bruner
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